V2 mini PBF

Suggested Hardware Thread
< 100 watt Motor (4 hole mount)
12 amp ESC
9 gram Servos (3)
2s LiPo (450-800)
4ch Radio/Rx (elevon mixing)

Light RC
V2 EPP Mini PBF
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1) Glue body halves together
2) Glue carbon into vertical stab
3) Glue carbon Z to underside of body
4) Glue in diagonal carbon to top side and control horns
5) Glue carbon to front end foam
6) Glue front end foam together
7) Glue front end foam to body then trim tabs
8) Install electronics, servo shafts to rear of plane
9) Cut/build control rods
10)Mount Motor

CG set to 4-1/”2” aft leading
edge
Throws:
Elevons 2.25”
Rudder 1.5”

Specs
AUW 5.5oz
Width 18”
Length 18”
Wing Area 2.18 sqft
Horz Area 2.18 sqft
Vert Area 0.25 sqft

Welders, Low Temp Hot Glue, CA and
Epoxy can be used with EPP.
Glue the two fuselage halves together,
welders works well for this. This joint
line has been hand cut to insure
perfect mating surfaces (the laser can
leave a bevel) Put a bead of glue on the
edge and using a popsicle stick to
smear it around is any easy way to get
even coverage and keep your fingers
out of the glue. Working on wax paper
can help keep your table clean.
Another option is to cover the effected
area with low tack tape.

If you have not painted your plane, now is a better time than later!!!
Glue the 4” piece of carbon strip into the Vertical Stab.
Also glue the short piece of 3mm carbon strip to the bottom front tab. This will lock in
under the diagonal carbon strips in the body and keep the vertical from coming out in
flight if you choose to leave the vertical removable.
Now is also a good time to glue in the rudder’s control horn. Push it to the back of the slot
so that the linkage holes are in line with the pivot.

Glue 3mm strips to the
bottom of the plane forming
a Z shape.
That’s it, bottom is done
now.

Glue the remaining
3mm strip into the
slot in the top of the
plane.
Also glue in the
elevon control horns.
Push the control horn
back into the slot,
towards the rear of
the plane. The
control rod linkage
holes should line up
with the hinge line.

Glue the 3mm strip into the front foam parts. After gluing the carbon glue the two part
together with the slot side facing each other. The carbon will not completely fill the height
of the combined slots with both part together. Take care to keep the edges lined up,
particularly near the servos and vertical slot (right side of the picture below)

Now glue both parts together and to the body of the plane. Both parts will be glued to the
top side of the plane. Use the supplied small foam rectangles to help align the parts.
Again, take care to line up the edges where the vertical tail will pass through the plane.
Once glued cut the small tabs out (shown circled in picture)

Wait for the glue to dry completely. Now install the vertical into the plane. The small
carbon strip on the bottom of the vertical tab should stick out over the diagonal carbon
on the bottom of the plane.
You may want to coat the
sides of the vertical tabs
as well as the sides of the
receiving slots with glue.
This will provide a better
wear surface for these
parts.
Be sure the glue dry
before inserting the
vertical
Install the servos as shown. The output shafts of the servos need to be towards the rear of
the plane. Secure the rudder servo while making sure the vertical is completely installed
and square the plane.

Glue on the motor with
mounts tubes attached If
needed glue on the rectangle
foam as shown to fit larger
motors. Tube and three hole
mounts will not need this.
Screw the tubes onto the
motor mount before attaching
to the plane. This will help
align the tubes properly. Some
amount of right and down
thrust is desirable. You can
trim the tube later if needed to
achieve this.

Install the electronics
Target CG is ~4.5” aft of
the leading edge of the
plane
Indoor setups will
benefit from a CG closer
to 5” aft or possibly
further.

Items pictured were
placed to test CG and
this would be the
approximant placement
needed. If using a
lighter setup the
battery and ESC will
need mounted further
forward.

Build Control Rods. First power on the
electronics, setup the radio, and center the
servos.
Cut the wire to 1” lengths, you will need 6
pieces. Put a Z-bend onto one end of each
wire. The adhesive shrink wrap will also
need 6 pieces, but at 9/16” lengths. 2mm
carbon round is cut to length.
Place the Z-bends into the control horns
and servo arms. Use the heat shrink tubes
to hold the carbon rods in place while
shrinking. Use a lighter with a small flame,
protect the foam from heat with anything
metal. A metal ruler, saw blade, etc.

Links:
http://www.theprofilebrotherhood.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=34601
http://www.theprofilebrotherhood.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=74&t=29714
http://www.lightrc.com/product/mini-pbf/

